
Stalin 
A P O L I T I C A L B IOGRAPHY 

By ISAAC DEUTSCHER. "Admirable . . . a serious 
book which holds one's attention all the time for nearly 
600 pages. . . . He knows his subject as few men in or out 
of Russia can know it; he knows Russia and the Com
munist party; he has read every relevant document which 
he could lay his hands on; he never pretends to know 
more than he does, and whenever the reader begins to 
feel that he would like to hear on what authority a state
ment is being made, sure enough he finds that Mr. 
Deutscher conscientiously quotes him chapter and verse." 
—New Statesman and Nation. Illustrated $5.00 

The Foreign Policy 
of Soviet Russia 

VOLUME TWO: 1936-1941 

By MAX BELOFF. "This is perhaps the most pains
taking analysis of the subject in English, and although 
it is primarily a work of scholarship, it is written as a 
freely flowing historical narrative."—The New Yorker 

Volume I, $3.75. Volume II, $5.00 

Political Power 
in the U.S.S.R. 

1917-1947 

By JULIAN TOWSTER. "It is safe to say that not 
for a long time will a single volume contain so much 
material with which to document study of the government 
of the U. S. S. R."—John N. Hazard, New York Times 

A 11 1 , $ 6 . 0 0 

At all bookstores 
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Four books for students of 
SLAVIC CULTURE 

A HANDBOOK OF SLAVIC STUDIES 
Edited hy Leonid I. Strakhovsky. This one-volume guide to the history, 
literature, geography, and ethnology of every Slavic country provides 
a rich and heretofore inaccessible fund of facts and sources about this 
important region. 

Comparative chronology, bibliogravhies, index, 753 pages, $12.50 

CRAFTSMEN OF THE WORD: 
Three Poets of Modern Russia 
By Leonid I. Strakhovsky. Three major Acmeist poets who thrived during 
the first 20 years of this century midst a great Russian poetic renaissance 
are brought to life in this perceptive book. The analyses—with many 
translations—of the works of Gumilyov, Akhmatova, and Mandelstam 
will prove an invaluable aid to the study of modern Russian literature 
as a whole. $3.0 0 

SLAVIC CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE AGES 
By Samuel Hazzari Cross. Edited by Leonid I. Strakhovsky. "An uncommonly 
well-written book, providing, with brevity and clarity, the best intro
duction to the study of Slavic cultures this writer has ever read."—D. 
Fedotoff White, TIte Saturday Review. $3.5 0 

THE RUSSIAN RELIGIOUS MIND 
Kievan Christianity 
By George P. Feiotov. "It is a justified reason for pride that a pioneer work 
of such importance on Russian intellectual and moral history appears in 
America. . . . No reader interested in Russian culture will miss this 
book."—Hans Kohn, New Leader. $6.0 0 

At your bookstore, or 
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The Russian Translation Series 
Published by The Macmillan Company in cooperation with The 

American Council of Learned Societies, these are books that are used 
by the Russians today, and show, better than any propaganda, what the 
Russian people believe and are taught to believe. All are translated by 
experts from the original Russian. 

TOLSTOY 
As I K n e w H i m 

By TATYANA A. KUZMINSKAYA. 
Tolstoy as seen through the eyes of his 
sister-in-law—the girl who served as 
model for the delightful heroine of War 
and Peace. "A brilliant and beautiful. . . 
autobiography!" Sterling North, New 
York Post ". . . a rare jewel. . ."—Louis 
Zara, Philadelphia Inquirer. $5.00 

THE LAW 
of t h e Soviet S t a t e 

By ANDREI Y. VYSHINSKY. The 
classic university and law-school text
book of Soviet administration and con
stitutional law, providing a guide 
through the intricacies of central and 
local administration. "As a basis for 
understanding this would be hard to 
beat."—Larry Laughlin, San Francisco 
Chronicle $15.00 

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
of t h e USSR 

Edited by S. S. BALZAK, V. F. 
VASYUTIN and Ya. G. FEIGIN. An 
exhaustive study of Soviet natural re
sources and industrial potential. Here 
the impressive possibilities for develop
ment of the USSR are faithfully 
documented with facts. Sept., $11.00 

HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL 
ECONOMY OF RUSSIA 

t o t h e 1917 Revolut ion 

By P. I. LYASHCHENKO. The 
economic history of Russia from earliest 
times to the 1917 Revolution. A monu
mental work containing much material 
from primary sources, it pays particular 
attention to non-Russian peoples of the 
USSR. Coming Nov. Probably $13.00 

HISTORY OF EARLY 
RUSSIAN LITERATURE 

By NIKOLAI K. GUDZY. All known 
documents and fragments of Old Rus
sian literature, l l th-17th centuries, are 
discussed and analyzed—and the plots 
are told where the actual text is not in
cluded. "A vastly learned, brilliantly 
translated, excellently edited volume 
. . ."—Joshua Kunitz, New York Herald 
Tribune $10.0 0 

NATURAL REGIONS 
of t h e U.S.S .R. 

By L. S. BERG. Provides the objective, 
accurate study necessary for a proper 
understanding of the economic and 
social aspects of Soviet geography. It is 
based on intimate knowledge gained 
from field work in every part of the 
USSR; contains information found no
where else. Nov., Probably $10.00 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY • AII bookstores 
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